
 
AS 60 T INOX 1 mm special line ****

Thin sheet metal (of the type used in car bodies, tank farms and the tank construction sector), steel cable, 
thin- walled profile sections and pipes made of stainless steel and non- ferrous metals. Composite 
materials (FRP). High- temperature materials, e.g. repairing turbines.

This very thin disc (1.0 mm) enables you to achieve a uniquely clean cut in the shortest possible time while 
using a minimum of force. Precise to the millimetre, vibration- free cutting, no thermal bluing and no burring 
(precluding the need for subsequent machining).

Dimension 
inches

Speed 
r.p.m.

Content 
pieces

Shape Item 
code

EAN 

4 x 1/25 x 5/8 15250 25 straight 1101240 4081600 101072
4 x 1/25 x 5/8 14560 25 straight 1101241 4081600 101157
4 1/2 x 1/25 x 7/8 13280 25 straight 1111240 4081600 111026
5 x 1/25 x 7/8 12200 25 straight 1121240 4081600 121025

AS 60 T INOX 1 mm 
Power- Pack Tin

Each box includes 10 metal cutting discs AS 60 INOX 1mm.

10 cutting discs in the attractive and popular metal box. A big seller for guaranteed increased turnover.

Dimension 
inches

Speed 
r.p.m.

Content 
pieces

Shape Item 
code

EAN 

4 1/2 x 1/25 x 7/8 13280 10 straight 6900935 4081600 701050
5 x 1/25 x 7/8 12200 10 straight 6900945 4081600 701067

AS 60 T INOX 1 mm 
Lifetime- Plus Tin

Lifetime- Plus

over 30% * more service life (number of cuts)
stops the natural ageing process of synthetic resin- bonded discs
keeps cutting discs fresh until the pack is opened for the first time

Over 30% more service life*: With the new Lifetime- Plus concept, we have given the Power Pack tin an 
amazing new function. Lifetime- Plus seals in the full performance of the discs and keeps it there until the 
pack is opened for the first time. So these “fresh from the oven“ discs ensure to put all their power onto the 
machine.

Dimension 
inches

Speed 
r.p.m.

Content 
pieces

Shape Item 
code

EAN 

4 1/2 x 1/25 x 7/8 13280 10 straight 6900850 4081600 701203
5 x 1/25 x 7/8 12200 10 straight 6900852 4081600 701227
4 1/2 x 1/25 x 7/8 13280 25 straight 6900870 4081600 701401
5 x 1/25 x 7/8 12200 25 straight 6900871 4081600 701418

Very suitable for high alloy special steel, angular steel profiles, aluminium alloy, copper, brass bronze, angular stainless steel 
profiles

Well suitable for unalloyed an alloyed construction steel, very solid construction steel, tool steel
Limited suitable for cast
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AS 60 T INOX 1 mm special line freehand ****
Thin sheet metal (of the type used in car bodies, tank farms and the tank construction sector), steel cable, 
thin- walled profile sections and pipes made of stainless steel and non- ferrous metals. Composite 
materials (FRP). High- temperature materials, e.g. repairing turbines.

This very thin disc (1.0 mm) enables you to achieve a uniquely clean cut in the shortest possible time while 
using a minimum of force. Precise to the millimetre, vibration- free cutting, no thermal bluing and no burring 
(precluding the need for subsequent machining).

4 x 1/25 x 5/8 15250 25 straight 1101240 4081600 101072
4 x 1/25 x 5/8 14560 25 straight 1101241 4081600 101157
4 1/2 x 1/25 x 7/8 13280 25 straight 1111240 4081600 111026
5 x 1/25 x 7/8 12200 25 straight 1121240 4081600 121025

AS 60 T INOX 1 mm 
Power- Pack Tin

Each box includes 10 metal cutting discs AS 60 INOX 1mm.

10 cutting discs in the attractive and popular metal box. A big seller for guaranteed increased turnover.

4 1/2 x 1/25 x 7/8 13280 10 straight 6900935 4081600 701050
5 x 1/25 x 7/8 12200 10 straight 6900945 4081600 701067

AS 60 T INOX 1 mm 
Lifetime- Plus Tin

Lifetime- Plus

over 30% * more service life (number of cuts)
stops the natural ageing process of synthetic resin- bonded discs
keeps cutting discs fresh until the pack is opened for the first time

Over 30% more service life*: With the new Lifetime- Plus concept, we have given the Power Pack tin an 
amazing new function. Lifetime- Plus seals in the full performance of the discs and keeps it there until the 
pack is opened for the first time. So these “fresh from the oven“ discs ensure to put all their power onto the 
machine.

4 1/2 x 1/25 x 7/8 13280 10 straight 6900850 4081600 701203
5 x 1/25 x 7/8 12200 10 straight 6900852 4081600 701227
4 1/2 x 1/25 x 7/8 13280 25 straight 6900870 4081600 701401
5 x 1/25 x 7/8 12200 25 straight 6900871 4081600 701418

high alloy special steel, angular steel profiles, aluminium alloy, copper, brass bronze, angular stainless steel 
profiles
unalloyed an alloyed construction steel, very solid construction steel, tool steel
cast

****


